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1 Introduction

Current designs for multimedia information systems demand a tight coupling between presentation applications and the data they display. Standardization efforts address this problem by trying to reduce the number of formats and representations available. Given the wide variety of data necessary for a complete multimedia information system, it is unlikely that any small set of data formats will suffice for all possible applications. Supporting all the specialized formats for application data makes client development an increasingly tedious process.

Simple transcoding protocols like that of HTTP and MIME are helpful only in certain limited situations: MIME requires the creator of a document to decide in advance all of the viewing formats a document will support, and HTTP requires the assumption of an intelligent process serving the data and provides only a limited format negotiation mechanism. Instead, new ways of representing multimedia data are required that allow the use of custom data representations by applications that do not know about them in advance.

I propose the use of a Scheme-based data representation for network-based information agents and multimedia objects. In this thesis, I develop the dsys and dtype protocol and distributed computing environment, a set of protocols and C++ libraries that support a distributed computation environment based on the exchange and remote evaluation of Scheme-like data structures.

In the context of the dsys and dtype libraries, I go on to develop a variety of multimedia and news-based network services and multimedia applications. Although the work will be presented in the context of the dtype libraries for increased concreteness, it is equally applicable to any highly-extensible scheme library supporting distributed computation and embeddable evaluation.

2 Fundamentals

The dtype library has four main layers, each of which can be used independently of the layers above it. First and most important is the the dtype transport protocol. This protocol is used to provide a compact and efficiently parseable representation of Scheme data structures for network transmission and binary storage. Associated with this layer are the dsys and derived iostream libraries, which provide support for stream processing functions from C++. The second layer is the dtype class library, a collection of Scheme data structures for C++. The third is the dtype evaluator library, a Scheme evaluator and extension language based on the dtype
data structures. The final layer is the dtype distributed computation environment, a remote object system based on the dtype protocol.

2.1 The Dtype Transport Protocol

The dtype transport protocol provides a way to represent Scheme data structures in a binary format. The transport representation of a Scheme data type need have no relation to the representation for that type within a given Scheme interpreter or client library. The transport format is designed solely to allow both a compact and efficient read/print format and a common format for data transmission. The dtype specification provides for several different layers of protocols for dtype transport, each of an increasing level of complexity.

2.1.1 Binary Format

The dtype binary format defines a binary representation for dtypes. It is independent of transport mechanism, and used in all situations where no connection-level information is available. It is designed to be simple, reasonably compact, and easy to parse. All data is aligned on byte- (but not necessarily machine word-) level boundaries. The base protocol defines a small set of fundamental types that all dtype servers are required to understand. All more complicated types are required to be represented in terms of these fundamental types. This ensures that unknown data types will not cause a data stream to be unable to be parsed. If the dtype reader supports a given type, the object will appear unmodified to the reader. If not, the object will appear in the form of its simpler dtype representation.

Every dtype in the simple binary format is represented as the catenation of two parts: a type specifier, followed by a representation field as appropriate to the specified type.

2.1.1.1 The Type Field

The type field of a dtype is specified by a 64-bit object identifier that serves as a unique type identifier (and, in the dtype remote object system, refers to a class information object for the given type. See Section 2.3.1 [Remote Object System], page 23). As a space-saving measure, a dtype type field is represented in binary format as a single byte referred to as a prefix character. If the value of the prefix character corresponds to that for the dtype class typespec, the prefix character and the subsequent 64-bit object identifier will be interpreted as a dtype of class
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`typespec` specifying the type of the entire dtype. If the prefix character contains any other value, it will be interpreted as a complete specification of the given dtype type, and the object identifier will be omitted.

A subrange of the possible single-byte type fields is reserved by the dtype specification to refer to a predefined set of well-known types. Higher level network protocols may provide for ways to interactively allocate the remaining single-byte type fields for commonly used types on a connection-level basis. No position of privilege is implied by the existence of a single-byte type field for a given dtype type: such a field is only intended as an optimization for the most commonly used kinds of dtypes. The fact that some single-byte fields are pre-defined as allocated to certain ‘well-known’ types should be viewed as an optimization only.

### 2.1.1.2 Representation Formats

Following the type field of each dtype is the representation field. This field will contain an integral number of bytes, and will be aligned on byte-boundaries. The format and interpretation of the representation data for a dtype are determined according to the type field for that dtype.

The representation field of a dtype can take any of the following formats:

- **uint8** A single byte to be interpreted as an unsigned integer.
- **uint16** Two bytes to be interpreted as an unsigned integer in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **int32** Four bytes to be interpreted as an unsigned integer in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **uint32** Four bytes to be interpreted as a signed twos-complement integer in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **int64** Four bytes to be interpreted as an unsigned integer in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **uint64** Four bytes to be interpreted as a signed twos-complement integer in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **float32** Four bytes to be interpreted as an IEEE single-precision float in network (MSB-first) byte order.
- **float64** Four bytes to be interpreted as an IEEE double-precision float in network (MSB-first) byte order.
**dtype**
Contains a full dtype (both type and representation field) to be used as the representation of the type previously specified.

**vector**
The format of a vector representation is:

```
[flags] <type> <flength> [length] <ltable> [elems]
```

, where [flags] is a single byte to be interpreted as a bitfield, <type> is an optional dtype type field to be used as the type for all of the elements in the vector, <flength> is an optional 16, 32-, or 64-bit unsigned integer, [length] is a 8-, 16-, 32-, or 64-bit unsigned integer, <ltable> is an optional table of 16-, 32-, or 64-bit unsigned byte offsets into the vector, and [elems] is the actual array data of the vector.

Bit zero of [flags] indicates if the array is heterogenous or homogenous. If 1, the vector will be a vector of dtype representations, to be interpreted according to the type specified by <type>. If 0, <type> will be omitted, and the vector will be a vector of complete dtypes, each consisting of both a type and representation field.

Bits one and two of [flags] indicate the format to be used for the number of elements in the vector. If ‘0x0’, the [length] field will be a <uint8>. If ‘0x1’, [length] will be a <uint16>; if ‘0x2’, [length] will be a <uint32>; if ‘0x3’, [length] will be a <uint64>.

Bit three of [flags] indicates if the elements of the array are of fixed or variable length. If ‘0’, each element of the vector will have fixed length as specified by <flength>. If ‘1’, <flength> will be omitted. Each of the elements will then have variable length, and their lengths must either be parsed individually or derived from the specially-provided table <ltable>. If the vector is heterogenous, this bit will generally be unset, although exceptional cases may exist (an array containing only objects of type <int32> and <float32>, for example). For homogenous arrays, the value of this field will generally be related to the type of object the array contains.

If bit three of [flags] is set, bits four and five indicate the format to be used for the entries in the (optional) offset table <ltable>. If bits four and five are ‘0x1’, <ltable> will be an array of [length] 16-bit entries. If ‘0x2’, <ltable> will contain 32-bit entries; if ‘0x3’, <ltable> will contain 64-bit entries. If bits four and five are both zero, <ltable> will be omitted.

If bit three of [flags] is unset, bits four and five will represent the format used to interpret the length to be used for each element of the vec-
tor as specified by \(<\text{length}>\). If bits four and five are ‘0x1’, \(<\text{length}>\) will be a \(<\text{uint16}>\). If ‘0x2’, \(<\text{length}>\) will be a \(<\text{uint32}>\); if ‘0x3’, \(<\text{length}>\) will be a \(<\text{uint64}>\). If bits four and five are both zero, the array must be homogenous, and the field will be derived from the type specified by \(<\text{type}>\). It is an error if either the array is not homogeneous or if the size of the entries cannot be derived reliably from the type field. If a value is provided both by the type for a homogeneous vector and by \(<\text{length}>\), the values for the two field sizes must be consistent.

Bit six of \([\text{flags}]\) is reserved for future expansion and must be transmitted as zero. Bit seven of \([\text{flags}]\) is reserved for type-specific interpretation by dtype types that make use of the vector representation.

If \(<\text{ltable}>\) is provided, each entry (of length specified by bits four and five of \([\text{flags}]\)) will list the offset corresponding to the end of the corresponding element of the vector. The location given in \(\text{ltable}[\text{length} - 1]\) will therefore correspond to the end of the vector, and the length of vector element \(n\) can be found by examining \(\text{ltable}[n] - \text{ltable}[n - 1]\).

In some circumstances, a dtype type field will pre-define the format or type used by a given vector. In such cases, one or several of the mandatory or optional fields of a vector representation may be omitted and assumed as already specified. Such modifications of the vector format will be made explicit when they are used.

In the special case where bit one of \([\text{flags}]\) is ‘1’ (the vector is homogeneous), the value of \(<\text{type}>\) is \(<\text{bool}>\), and both bits four and five of \([\text{flags}]\) are zero (the representation format is to be derived), the boolean array will be sent in packed format — i.e., eight boolean values per byte, shifted left and padded to the nearest byte. To send an array of boolean in unpacked format, \(<\text{length}>\) can be specified explicitly as 1.

### 2.1.1.3 Fundamental Types

Each dtype has a representation field that is interpreted according to the format specified by the type field. Some dtype types, known as “fundamental types,” are required to be understood by all dtype implementations, and can use any of the predefined data formats as their representation. Sixty-four entries of the 8-bit type namespace and a 32-bit segment of the 64-bit type namespace are reserved for fundamental dtype types.
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Non-fundamental dtypes must have representations composed of format `<dtype>`. This is to ensure that implementations that do not support a given type of dtype will at least be able to parse and understand it to a limited degree. Two-way dtype protocols may negotiate alternate transmission schemes for non-fundamental dtypes. The presence or absence of a eight-bit type code for a dtype has no effect on whether or not a given dtype type is considered fundamental.

The following fundamental types are required by the dtype protocol:

- **null**
  - Representation field is empty. Corresponds to the scheme object `#null`.

- **bool**
  - Representation field is a `<uint8>`. If ‘0x0’, corresponds to the scheme object `#f`. Otherwise, corresponds to the scheme object `#t`.

- **true, false**
  - Representation fields are empty. Correspond to the Scheme objects `#t` and `#f`, respectively.

- **int32, int64, uint32, uint64, float32, float64**
  - Representation field is a `<int32>`, `<int64>`, `<uint32>`, `<uint64>`, `<float32>`, or `<float64>`, accordingly. Corresponds to the scheme integer or floating-point number of the appropriate size and type.

- **char**
  - Representation is a `<uint8>` to be interpreted as an 8-bit character.

- **unichar**
  - Representation is a `<uint32>` to be interpreted as a Unicode character.

- **oid**
  - Representation is a `<uint64>` representing a global object identifier for distributed database support. See Section 2.3.1 [Remote Object System], page 23 for more information.

- **type**
  - Representation is the same as `oid`, except that the specified `oid` is declared to represent a `dtype` type.

- **vector**
  - See the format entry for `vector`.

- **pair**
  - Representation is the same as that of `vector`, except that the `[length]` field need not be specified and will always be ‘2’. Bits one and two of the `[flags]` field of the vector must both be zero and will be ignored.

- **packet**
  - Representation is a vector of `<uint8>` to be interpreted as raw data string. The `<type>` field of the vector is omitted and specified as `char`. Bits one, four and five of the `[flags]` field must all be zero and will be ignored.

- **string**
  - Representation is a vector of `char` to be interpreted as an 8-bit string. Like in `packet`, the `<type>` field of the vector is omitted and specified
as char. Bits one, four and five of the [flags] field must all be zero and will be ignored.

unistring

Representation is a vector of unichar to be interpreted as an 32-bit Unicode string. Like in string, the <type> field of the vector is omitted and specified as unichar. Bits one, four and five of the [flags] field must all be zero and will be ignored.

In the absence of a connection-level agreement to the contrary, all other data types must be represented in terms of these fundamental types. If the type specifier for a dtype does not fall within the predefined range of (64 entries of the 8-bit type namespace; $2^{32}$ entries of the 64-bit type namespace) it must use a representation field of format <dtype>. Such a format will be referred to as a compound representation. The requirement that all non-fundamental dtypes be represented in terms of fundamental dtypes is not as expensive as it might at first seem. Assuming that a single-byte type code is allocated for the new type, using a compound for a new dtype type requires only an extra byte of overhead per dtype for short objects (for the new type field). For longer fixed-size objects, a vector representation can be used. In neither case is the additional overhead greater than the minimum of one byte or 15% of the data being represented.

In interactive or semi-interactive communication environments, alternate communication formats for compound dtype types may be negotiated.

2.1.2 Interactive Protocols

2.1.2.1 Connection Protocol

The dtype connection protocol is used for network servers or in other situations where connection-level state information can be maintained. Regardless of the actual relationship between the two communicating processes (which might in fact be peer-peer, server-client, or client-server), I will refer to the process which initiates the connection to as the client, and to the process which accepts the connection as the server.

The dtype connection protocol defines the new type connection-parameter. An object of type connection-parameter can contain an arbitrary dtype as its representation. Typically, this dtype will be a single sequence to be interpreted in expression-like format.

The following connection parameters are currently supported:
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(connection-version version)
Sent from the server to the client upon initial connect. Specifies the
version of the dtype connection protocol to be used for the current
connection. The current value for version should be "original".

(symbol-intern symbol value)
Can be sent from either party to the other. Specifies that for the du-
ration of the lifetime of the connection, the value of symbol can be
specified in shorthand by the int32 value. Symbols must still be pre-
ceded by a type code as before: it is only the representation field which
changes. A separate intern table is maintained for each direction of
communication.

(typecode-intern typecode tp)
Can be sent from either party to the other. Specifies that for the du-
ration of the lifetime of the connection, the uint8 typecode will refer
to the typespec specified by tp. The value of tp must be within the
range reserved for connection-defined typecode allocation. A separate
typecode translation table is maintained for each direction of commu-
ication.

(type-information tp)
Can be sent from either party to the other. Provides the recipient with
meta-information for the class specified by the type-information tp.
Such an object should be sent at least once before each non-well-known
type that is sent over a dtype connection. If such a structure is not sent,
the type of the object may or may not be recognized on the receiving
client.

2.1.2.2 Command Protocol

The dtype notification protocol is a convention layered on top of the dtype con-
nection protocol. In this protocol, clients send dtype expressions to the remote
server. Upon receiving a dtype from a client, the server evaluates that dtype in
an environment specific to that client, and returns the evaluated result back to the
client as a dtype.

Note that although the overall protocol structure is that of alternating queries
and responses, the existence of connection-parameter objects may cause the actual
dtype traffic to not follow an alternating pattern.
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The following two additional types are used to represent meta-information about dtype command servers:

**server-location**

Inherits from map. A server-location object has three required fields:

- **host**: Contains a dt_string that specifies the hostname on which the service is located.
- **port**: Contains a int32 specifying the port number on host on which the command port for the specified service can be found.

**notification-port**

Contains a dt_int specifying the port number on host on which the notification port for the specified service can be found.

**server-description**

Inherits from map. A server-description object has two required fields:

- **commands**: Contains a map mapping symbol names to descriptions of their function.
- **notifications**: Contains a map mapping symbol names to descriptions of the event of which they are used to notify clients.

All dtype command servers must support the following commands:

**(server-description)**

Returns a dtype of type server-description describing the current server.

### 2.1.2.3 Notification Protocol

The dtype command protocol is layered on top of the dtype connection protocol, and is used to provide asynchronous notification of events to connected clients. In this protocol, clients are not permitted to send data to the remote server. Servers may at any time send dtype data to any connected client, which should be interpreted as notification of the event specified by that dtype.
2.1.2.4 Example: Garden CD Server

As an example, the CD player in the Terminal Garden of the MIT Media Laboratory is controlled by a dtype server running on the machine bluevelvet.media.mit.edu.

The command port of the CD player is on port 21397, and supports all the R4RS Scheme functions, as well as the following commands:

\[(cd\text{-}play\text{-}track \text{track})\]
Causes the CD player to play the track specified by the integer \text{track}. Returns \textquotesingle#f\textquotesingle.

\[(cd\text{-}eject)\]
Causes the CD player to eject the currently loaded CD. Returns \textquotesingle#f\textquotesingle.

\[(cd\text{-}pause), (cd\text{-}resume), (cd\text{-}stop)\]
Causes the CD player to pause play, resume play, or stop completely, as appropriate. Returns \textquotesingle#f\textquotesingle.

\[(cd\text{-}status)\]
Returns the status of the CD player in the form of a dtype map.

The notification port of the CD player is on port 21398, and provides the following notifications:

\[(insert), (insert id)\]
Indicates that a CD has been inserted into the CD player. The string \text{id}, if present, specifies the registered unique identifier for that CD. That identifier can be looked up in a global database (currently provides as a separate dtype server) to find track, title, and artist information about that CD.

\[(eject)\]
Indicates that the current CD has been ejected.

\[(pause), (resume), (stop)\]
Indicates that the CD player has paused, resumed playing, or stopped playing, as appropriate.

\[(play)\]
Indicates that the CD player has begun playing.

\[(track t)\]
Indicates that the CD player is now playing track \text{t}.

2.1.3 The Dtype Object System

The dtype object system provides a simple object system for the dtype library similar to that of TinyCLOS. Unlike in most Scheme implementations, the dtype
object system is integral both to the semantics and the implementation of the dtype type system. Although arguably at odds with the minimalist design of the Scheme specification, such a design simplifies the specification and implementation of remote dtype objects.

**object**  
All dtype objects are subclasses of the type object. The object class supports the following methods:

- **type**  
  Returns a typespec representing the type of the object.

- **put nrep**  
  Sets the value of the dtype to correspond to the representation value nrep. The argument nrep must consist solely of fundamental dtypes.

- **get**  
  Returns a representation for the internal value of the dtype, which must be expressed solely in terms of fundamental dtypes.

**bag**  
The bag class inherits both its representation and its methods from object. Corresponds to a set of objects whose (possibly non-unique) elements can be iterated in a non-deterministic fashion. A bag is represented in terms of fundamental dtypes as a vector containing the contents of the bag in arbitrary order. The bag class adds no methods to object.

**sequence**  
The sequence class inherits both its representation and its methods from bag. Corresponds to a set of objects whose (possibly non-unique) elements can be iterated in a deterministic fashion. A sequence is represented in terms of fundamental dtypes as a vector containing the contents of the bag in sequential order.

The sequence class adds the following methods to bag:

- **element n**  
  Returns the nth element of the sequence.

- **set-element n dt**  
  Sets the nth element of the sequence to dt.

- **insert n dt**  
  Inserts the dtype dt at position n in the sequence.

- **append dt**  
  Appends the dtype dt to the end of the sequence.

**set**  
The set class inherits both its representation and its methods from bag. It behaves like bag, except that no object can be present in a set more than once. The test used for equality is semantic equivalence
(in Scheme, this corresponds to `equal?`, not `eq?` or `eqv?`). A set is represented in terms of fundamental dtypes as a vector containing the contents of the set in sequential order.

The set class adds the following methods to bag:

- **lookup** Returns the nth element of the sequence.
- **insert dt** Inserts the dtype `dt` into the set.
- **contains? dt** Returns `#t` if the set contains the dtype `dt`; `#f` if it does not.

A map is represented in terms of fundamental dtypes as a vector of pair listing each key-value pair in sequential order sorted by key.

The map class adds the following methods to bag:

- **lookup key** Returns the value associated with `key` in the map. Returns an exception if `key` is not contained within the map.
- **insert key val** Associates the value `key` with `val` in the map. If `key` is already contained in the map, replaces the previous value associated with `key` with `val`.
- **contains? dt** Returns `#t` if the map contains a value for `key`; `#f` if it does not.

A Scheme environment is represented as a sequence of maps, where each map in the sequence shadows the entries in the maps that follow it.

The environment class adds the following methods to map:

- **lookup key** The same as in map, except that each map in the sequence is examined in turn for `key`. As soon as a value for `key` is
found, lookup returns that value. If no value is found, map returns an error.

**define** key value

Binds key to value in the first map of the environment. If key is already bound in that map, replaces the existing binding.

**set** key value

Changes the binding of key to value in the first map in which key is bound to any value. Returns an error if key is not bound to a value in any of the maps in the environment.

**type-information**

The *type-information* inherits both its representation and its methods from map. It is used to provide type information about a dtype type. The map contained in a *type-information* object contains the following fields:

- **extends**
  Contains a typespec representing the dtype class extended by the type being described. Since all user-defined types are required to be able to represented in terms of fundamental dtypes, all user-defined dtypes will types will at the very least be extensions of the class object.

- **inherits**
  Specifies base classes from which the dtype class inherits methods, in left-to-right order.

- **slots**
  Contains a map specifying a binding for each of the slot entries provided specifically by the class being defined. Each entry in the map will associate a symbol (the slot name) to a slot description structure. The slot description structure will itself be a map containing the following fields:

  - **name**
    A symbol representing the name of the slot entry.

  - **description**
    A short description of the purpose of the slot entry.

  - **implementation**
    A Scheme function which, when called with an instance of the object representation and optional arguments, performs the specified opera-
The mechanism to specify the environment required by this function is not yet defined.

**number** The *number* class inherits both its representation and its methods from *object*. It is used to represent arbitrary numeric data. The *object* class adds no fields to *object*.

**uinteger** The *integer* class inherits its representation from *packet* and its methods from *number*. It is used to represent unsigned integers of arbitrary magnitude. The packet should contain the magnitude of the integer in MSB-first format and padded to the left. The *uinteger* class adds no fields to *object*.

**integer** The *integer* class inherits its representation from *pair* and its methods from *number*. It is used to represent signed integers of arbitrary magnitude. The *car* of the pair should be a single *bool* representing the sign; the *cdr* should be a *uinteger* representing the magnitude. The *integer* class adds no fields to *object*.

**rational** The *rational* class inherits its representation from *pair* and its methods from *number*. It is used to represent rational numbers. The *car* of the pair should be an *integer* representing the numerator; the *cdr* a *uinteger* representing the denominator. The *rational* class adds the following fields to *pair*:

- **numerator**
  
  Returns the numerator of the rational number.

- **denominator**
  
  Returns the denominator of the rational number.

**symbol** The *symbol* class inherits its methods and its representation from *string*. A *symbol* is the same as a *string*, except the string value is to be interned and interpreted as a Scheme symbol in a way equivalent to the behavior of the Scheme function *string->symbol*.

**unisymbol** The *unisymbol* class inherits its methods and its representation from *unistring*. A *unisymbol* is the same as a *unistring*, except the string value is to be interned and interpreted as a Scheme symbol in a way equivalent to the behavior of the Scheme function *string->symbol*.

**error** The *error* class inherits both its representation and its methods from *object*. It is used to represent the existence of an error in processing
or an unexpected condition. The error class can be thought of as a tag that can be attached to an arbitrary dtype to indicate that it represents an error value. The error class adds the following fields to object:

- **value**: Returns the object corresponding to the value of the error.

### 2.1.4 Conclusion

Using dtypes as a data representation allows one to store and transmit arbitrary structure portably and safely. Used within a single program, dtypes eliminate the need to define, understand, or parse custom configuration or data file formats. By using the dtype (either ASCII or binary) protocol as the format for a configuration file, arbitrary structure can be represented and automatically parsed without having to write any extra code.

Used as a communications layer, the dtype protocol allows clients to efficiently transmit arbitrary structured data over communications links using a common and easily parsed format. Systems such as XDR, ASN.1, and MiG require the data format used to be defined in advance and understood by both parties to the communication. A partial knowledge of the data being transmitted is of no use: both the sender and receiver must be using a data format description compiled from the same source.

By contrast, using the dtype library for a network communications layer allows systems with only a partial knowledge of the data format being used to gain at least a partial understanding of the data being transmitted. In addition, the dtype meta-object protocol allows communicating processes to define new types and exchange type information interactively, without compromising the ability of less sophisticated clients to be able to at least partially interpret the data.

### 2.2 Dsys and Derived Iostreams

The dsys and derived iostream libraries provide a simple and powerful interface to common networking facilities. The dsys library makes TCP/IP connections through the C++ iostream facility. The derived iostream library allows the programmer to attach filtering functions to both the head and the tail of C++ iostreams. These functions can be used to transparently add compression, encryption, or other filters to arbitrary stream connections. Finally, the dsys_pollblock and dsys_server classes provide a mechanism to easily implement network servers and perform event-handling services in a general format. When combined with the dtype protocols, these services provide a simple way to write extensible network servers.
2.2.1 Dsys

The dsys library provides a binding between TCP/IP networking services and the C++ iostream facility. In the dsys library, a dsys_connection represents a single TCP/IP connection to a given host and port number. The primary interface to a dsys_connection is through an istream and ostream made accessible through member functions. Everything written to the ostream is sent to the network connection; everything received from the network connection is made available on the corresponding istream.

2.2.2 Derived Iostreams

The derived iostream library makes it possible to insert custom filters into either end of an iostream. A iostream filter is a single C++ function that takes three arguments: a reference to an istream from which raw data should be read, a reference to an ostream to which filtered data should be written, and a closure specific to each iostream that can be used to store stream-specific state information. As a special case of the derived iostream library, the derived pipestream allows one to use an external program as a filtering function.

1 The iostream facility of C++ replaces the FILE * used by the standard C library. The standard C++ library provides for a number of iostream formats: the strstream classes operate on buffers of raw memory; cin, cout, and cerr provide the standard input/output/error facilities, and the fstream classes provide an interface between iostreams and disk files. Using the polymorphism features provided by C++ library interfaces can be written to use generic iostreams, with different things happening to the input/output depending on the characteristics of the stream passed in.

2 It would also have been possible to use a single iostream to represent both incoming and outgoing data, but this class seems to have been removed from more recent versions of the standard C++ library and is not available in all implementations.

3 The implementation of a derived pipestream would normally be a trivial application of the derived iostream library, except for the need to avoid deadlock between the reading and writing portions of the filter.
2.2.3 Dsys Pollblocks / Servers

Finally, the dsys_pollblock and dsys_server classes provide an event-driven mechanism to manage multiple network connections. The dsys_pollblock class provides a generic interface to the UNIX-inspired select() interface; the dsys_server class provides a convenient mechanism to create multi-client network servers.

2.2.4 Conclusion

Used alone, the dsys and derived iostream libraries enable a number of useful network applications. Programs that use network I/O can now be written to use generic stream interfaces (as with inetd); a dsys_connection converts these generic interfaces to actual network transactions. By attaching filters to input and output streams, one can change the characteristics of an iostream without modifying the associated client application. A compression scheme can be added to a network protocol simply by attaching a compression filter to both ends of the dsys_connection; a secure compressed connection can be implemented as a compression filter followed by an encryption function that uses the iostream’s closure to store the key.

2.3 The Dtype Distributed Computation Environment

The dtype transport protocol provides a simple and expressive mechanism for transporting structured data in the absence of predefined formats. Accordingly, the dtype transport protocol makes a good basis for a distributed computation environment, in which arbitrary clients and servers can communicate by exchanging dtype structures.

2.3.1 Remote Object System

The dtype remote object protocol provides a uniform way to create, manage, and invoke operations on remote Scheme objects.

The remote object namespace uses a 64-bit unsigned integer as a global network object identifier. Segments of this namespace can be delegated to subordinate authorities on arbitrary subregions (often, but not necessarily related to bit- or byte-boundaries of the namespace).\(^4\) A bit range, once delegated to a sub-authority, is

\(^4\) Despite possible appearances otherwise, the ability to delegate namespace regions on arbitrary regions should have little effect on the efficiency of nameserver
entirely the responsibility of that sub-authority, which may sub-delegate arbitrary regions as it finds appropriate.

The master dtype object namespace server resides on the host `oid-resolver.services.dtype.org` on port `23889`. This host entry will have multiple IP addresses for redundancy and load-balancing as appropriate. Private caching secondary servers will also likely be maintained at many locations.

A dtype object server will use the dtype command protocol and must support the following function:

\[(\text{oid\text{-}resolve } oid)\]

If \(oid\) is managed by the given object server, returns \#t. Returning a value of \#t to `oid-resolve` implies a willingness to support remote access to that object. If \(oid\) is managed by a delegate of the given object server, returns a sequence, where each entry is a map which contains at least the following entries:

- **host**:
  Contains the hostname of an object server responsible for the object.

- **port**:
  Contains the port number associated with that object server.

- **flags**:
  Contains a sequence of symbol specifying flags appropriate to the object server. The only flag currently supported is 'read-only, which indicates that the specified object server will only allow accesses to the object in a read-only fashion.

In addition, if a dtype object server supports remote access to any object, it will provide the following function:

\[(\text{oid\text{-}invoke } oid \text{ method } . \text{method-args})\]

Calls the method specified by the symbol `method` on `oid` with the arguments specified by `method-args`. Returns an error if the object is not managed by the given object server, if the method is not supported for the particular object type, or if any other error occurs.

implementations. One simple way to keep track of which objects belong to which namespace subregions is to keep the lower bound of each range in a sorted array. To resolve an object identifier, binary search to find the largest lower range bound that is still less than the object identifier. Then check to see if the object identifier is within the range for that lower bound. If so, delegate to the entry for that range. If not, then reject the identifier as invalid or (in the case of a caching secondary server) refer to the primary authority.
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2.3.2 Meta-Object Protocol

The dtype meta-object protocol is designed to allow dtype applications to communicate information about user-defined types in a portable format.

The dtype meta-object protocol works by exchanging objects of the well-known type type-information. See Section 2.1.3 [The Dtype Object System], page 16 for more information on the class type-information.

In particular, the dtype class library (as distinct from the dtype transport protocol) provides a way to allow remote dtype objects to behave pseudo-transparently as if they were objects on the local machine. See Section 2.4.2 [The Dtype Method System], page 27 for more detail.

2.4 The Dtype Class Library

As a mechanism for inter-process and inter-machine communication, the dtype transport protocol provides a good way to represent, store, and transmit arbitrary Scheme-style data structures. Interfaces to the dtype protocol have been written for a number of widely-available Scheme implementations; among them are scheme48 and GWM.

This section will discuss the design and implementation of the dtype class library, a C++ class library that provides access to Scheme data structures from C++. The dtype class library provides a mechanism to create, manipulate, and evaluate Scheme data structures from C++. It is maximally space-efficient, and time-efficient where possible without compromising the cleanliness of its interface.

As a C++-accessible class library that uses the dtype transport protocol, the dtype class library, when combined with the dsys networking library, provides a simple way to create flexible network servers and protocols. The dtype class library should not, however, be confused with the dtype transport protocol; the fact that they share a common name is a historical accident only. The dtype class library is only one of a number of packages that can speak the dtype protocol directly.

2.4.1 Data Structures

The dtype library provides a simple and space-efficient way to create, manipulate, and evaluate Scheme-like data structures from C++. The fundamental component of the dtype library is the dtype. A dtype represents a single Scheme object of arbitrary type. All of the fundamental Scheme types are available (integers, strings, symbols, pairs, vectors, etc.), as well as a number of other types not strictly required
by the Scheme standard (sets, queues, associative arrays, etc.). Several domain-specific type libraries are available (to support image processing functions, X server connections, etc.), and new types can be added either by application programs or at runtime by dynamically loading object files.

Although there is a one-to-one mapping between each C++ dtype type structure and a transport layer dtype representation, the two objects—even though they share the same name—must be viewed as conceptually different. For the rest of this section, I will use the word 'dtype' to refer to the C++ class structure, not the associated transport layer representation.

The objects used by the dtype library are designed to require as little memory as possible. Each dtype is represented by a short value (32 bits in all current implementations) called an immediate value. The initial bits of the immediate value contain a variable-length field used to determine the type of the object in Huffman-code like fashion. The remaining bits store the actual data value of the object.

The use of a variable-length type field allows dtype classes to maximize the usage of the available address space by allocating more bits of data to the more commonly used types. For example, in current implementations, a dt_int contains two bits of type data field and thirty bits of signed integer data. A dt_symbol contains four bits of type information and twenty-eight bits of data (for a total of $2^{28}$ possible symbols). A dt_bool, by contrast, contains thirty-one bits of type information and a single bit for the data value. This implies that the dt_int class uses one fourth of the available address space for dtypes in memory, whereas the dt_bool class uses only a very small fraction.

Some Scheme objects are too large to fit in an immediate value. The dt_pair class, for example, must at a minimum store the two dtypes that make up the car and the cdr of the pair. The dt_pair class uses four bits of type information and has as a data value a twenty-eight-bit index into a garbage-collected heap of 64-bit objects (the first 32 bits of each object represent the car of the pair; the last 32 bits represent the cdr). This allows a maximum of $2^{28}$ pairs to be represented by the dtype library. Although the use of a separate heap for each class type can be a burden to implementations seeking to maximize locality of reference, the use of a separate heap for each type increases the available address space for objects and makes it easier to manage the storage allocator for each type (especially those types that contain only objects of fixed size).

It is not necessarily desirable to have a separate Huffman-based typecode for each type used by the dtype class library. Since the allocation of a typecode reserves the
entire address space below that typecode for the specified type, the allocation of too many distinct typecodes will fragment the available address space, and make it more likely that an implementation will find itself unable to allocate a new object of any given type. To avoid this problem, the dtype library allows less-commonly used structures to be stored using a compound representation. A `dt_compound` uses the same format as `dt_pair`, except using a different code. Unlike `dt_pair`, the `car` of a `dt_compound` must be an object of type `dt_type`, which corresponds to a dtype type information structure. The `cdr` of the `dt_compound` will be the representation of the `dtype` to be used for the new type. Such an organization allows the less commonly used dtype structures to share a single namespace, while still providing an efficient way to determine the type of a given object.

The ability to variably allocate bits to type and data notwithstanding, the choice of a 32-bit format for all dtype representations in memory provides a strict upper bound of $2^{32}$ possibly distinct objects in any particular program. This becomes limiting only in the face of machines with exceptionally large amounts of both virtual and physical memory, at which point it becomes reasonable to require the use of 64 bits for each immediate value instead of 32.

In Scheme, the type of an object is associated with the object itself, not with the variable name (as in C++, Clu, etc.). Accordingly, all objects in the dtype library inherit from the base class `dtype`: any dtype can be assigned to any other dtype, and data structure classes (such as sets and associative arrays) can contain dtypes of any type as any of their elements. Compile-time type checking is used wherever possible by the library; run-time type errors are handled by the dtype exception system defined later.

2.4.2 The Dtype Method System

To further conserve space while still providing for polymorphism, the `dtype` library provides for a simple CLOS-style method system based on dispatch off the type field. For example, all dtypes have virtual functions to read and write their contents in both ASCII and binary formats, and all sequence types (lists, vectors, sets, etc.) contain routines to iterate through their members. These functions are indistinguishable from standard C++ virtual functions, but they require no additional memory. For comparison, the naive implementation for a `dt_int` would require 128 bits on an DEC Alpha (64 bits for the virtual function pointer, 32 bits for the integer value, and the other 32 bits lost to alignment requirements). A `dt_int` requires only 32 bits for the entire object.
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The C++ implementation of the dtype method system works by maintaining a separate class hierarchy with a separate class for each different subclass of dtype. Each entry in this class hierarchy contains a table that maps slot names to functions that implement that slot's behavior. The use of the C++ inheritance mechanism to construct the slot table ensures that equivalent slots will have identical locations in all of the subclasses of a given dtype class.

Such a design makes it possible to transparently support remote dtype objects within a dtype interpreter. When the object identifier for remote dtype is received, the receiving interpreter uses the metaclass information for that dtype to build a dispatch table that refers each method invocation to the remote server for evaluation. This allows dtype clients to operate upon dtype objects at remote servers using exactly the same semantics as if the object were local, without severely compromising the cost of access for local objects.

2.5 The Dtype Scheme Evaluator

Viewed solely as a C++ class library, the dtype class library provides an extensive set of features: a rich and user-extensible set of polymorphic data types, a robust run-time type checking and extension handling facility, and a common read/write syntax for easy network transportability. As a Scheme interpreter, the dtype class library includes provisions for the dynamic loading of both new primitive types and compiled C++ functions and for exact application control of evaluator actions, including environments for the safe execution of foreign applications and a continuation-based multi-threading and exception-handling system.

The dtype library is not, however, designed, to be a production-quality Scheme programming environment. In particular, it does not provide a byte-compiler or microcode-based interpreter. The dtype library uses the C++ stack for function calls, and many of the more advanced Scheme features are provided in naive and often inefficient ways. It is assumed that the Scheme interpreter will be used primarily for higher-level scripting functions. Since the interface between Scheme and C++ is so clean, I expect that most low-level functions will be implemented directly in C++ for efficiency.

2.5.1 Hybrid Programming

The dtype library has a number of features to support its use as a hybrid programming language. The dtype library allows dynamic loading and execution of
new types, new functions (written either in Scheme or in C++), and arbitrary data structures.

The utility of dtype as a C++ class library is also its primary strength as a Scheme interpreter. Since the data structures and functions defined and used by the Scheme interpreter of dtype are immediately accessible through the provided C++ class library, it is possible to use dtype as a hybrid programming language, using both C++ and Scheme in the same program without the inconvenience of typical foreign function interfaces. Since arbitrary C++ functions and types can be loaded at runtime, dtype can be used as an extensible scripting language where low-level functions are written in C++ for maximal efficiency and the Scheme interpreter is used for rapid prototyping, garbage collection, safety, and higher-level functions.\(^5\)

Since the capabilities of a dtype script are limited by the Scheme environment in which it is evaluated, it is possible to create a safe execution environment for dtype programs. Because of the linkage between the Scheme interpreter and the C++ class library, dtype scripts can easily be translated into C++ and compiled while remaining safe to execute. In addition to a restricted evaluation environment, dtype functions can be limited in their usage of processor resources, memory, and network bandwidth. When the evaluation of an expression violates a resource limit, the expression will raise an exception containing an explanation of the resource violation and a continuation\(^6\) to permit continued evaluation.

For increased safety, the dtype library integrates the C++ exception handling facility into the Scheme interpreter. Exceptions raised by dtype primitives (if not explicitly handled by the C++ function) are automatically trapped by the evaluator and converted into Scheme exceptions. This allows C++ primitives to have automatic error handling performed by all dtype routines without the need for explicit error checking.

3 Applications to Multimedia

---

\(^5\) Hence the emphasis of space conservation over speed in the evaluator: Scheme functions that are too slow can be re-written easily in C++, but the memory usage of a data structure will remain constant regardless of which language is used.

\(^6\) A generalization of C's setjmp() / longjmp() facility, a continuation is a snapshot of a program's execution state to which it is possible to return by evaluating the continuation as a function call.
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The hybrid nature of the dtype library makes it particularly useful for creating multimedia applications. Multimedia processing requires real-time processing of large quantities of data, as well as low-level programming to support direct access to specific hardware. Accordingly, any useful multimedia system will depend upon C, C++ or some other low-level systems programming language. The use of the dtype library allows one to gain the benefits of a highly extensible Scheme environment without either losing efficiency or sacrificing the clarity of one's C++ environment. In this section, I will describe the use of the dtype library to implement the Media Bank, a distributed interactive multimedia environment.

The implementation of the presentation layer of the Media Bank depends on three layers of object hierarchies, listed in decreasing order of implementation-dependence. The first, the object layer, defines the format of media bank objects the data contains the Media Bank items that contain the semantic information of the object being represented. The second, the control layer, is based on a collection of Scheme objects that manage Media Bank data. The organization of the objects in this layer is close, but not identical, to that of the object tree. The third, the display layer, is based on the X Toolkit, and controls the actual display of the Media Bank object as well as the interaction between Media Bank objects and the program in which they are being used.

3.1 Object Layer

Every media bank object is represented by a single map of keyword-value pairs.

The list of possible media bank objects is organized into a simple singly-inheriting hierarchy of types that is independent of the dtype type system (although this may change in the near future). The type of a media bank object is specified by a sequence of symbols specifying an inheritance hierarchy in left-to-right order.

The following object types are currently supported:

'(item image mjpg)

Represents a sequence of video in MJPG format. Contains the following fields:

type Must be '(item image mjpg).
data Contains a string with a URL referring to the video data.
frames If present, contains the number of frames in the video segment.
**fps**  If present, specifies the natural frame rate of the video segment.

**duration**  If present, specifies the natural duration of the video segment.

If **frames** is specified, it must be consistent with the number of frames actually present in the video data. If both **fps** and **duration** are specified, they must be mutually consistent.

'(item audio raw)

Represents a segment of raw audio data. Contains the following fields:

**type**  Must be '(item audio raw)

**data**  Contains a string with a URL referring to the audio data.

**duration**  If present, contains the natural duration (as a rational number, in seconds) of the video segment.

**encoding**  Must be 'twos-complement.

'(item application subrange)

Represents a sub-region of a previously defined media bank object. Contains the following fields:

**type**  Must be '(item application subrange).

**object**  The name of the object into which the subrange refers. Should be a string containing the name of a media bank object.

**offset**  The offset into the object at which the subrange begins.

**duration**  The duration of the subrange within the object. If the duration specified for a subrange would cause the subrange to go past the end of the object it references, the remainder of the subrange will be assumed to apply to a null object.

'(item application playlist)

Represents a script that should be used to assemble a multimedia presentation from multiple sources.

Contains the following fields:

**version**  Contains the version of the media bank script specification for which the give playlist is written.
script Contains the body of the script, specified as a command list. A command list consists of a sequence of commands which are executed in sequence by the script player.

The media bank script format supports the following commands within a command list:

**wait n** Causes the current evaluation thread to pause for n seconds. Command interpretation will resume as soon as n seconds have elapsed.

**play ospec** Causes the current evaluation thread to begin displaying the presentation specified by the play specifier ospec. Command interpretation will resume as soon as the object playback specified by ospec has completed.

**play-multiple svec** Each element of the sequence svec must be a command list. Causes an evaluation thread to be created for each element in svec. Each of the evaluation threads will be executed concurrently. Command interpretation for the current evaluation thread will resume when the execution of all of the command lists in svec has completed.

A play specifier is represented as a map containing the following fields:

**object** Specifies the name of the object to be played.

**x**

**y** Specifies an x or y offset relative to the parent to be used for any graphical operations performed by the object being played.

**xscale**

**yscale** Specifies an x- or y- scaling factor to be applied to any graphical operations performed by the object being played.

**duration** Specifies that the duration of the object should be scaled in an appropriate manner from the natural duration to the duration specified.

**tscale** Specifies a scaling factor to be applied to the natural duration of the object.
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'(item application sprog)

Represents a Scheme application that should be executed on the display- ing client. An object of this type should contain the single field `function`. This field should map to a lambda expression that creates a single hierarchy of molecules to be executed by the client. Since an arbitrary Scheme program can be included in the event handling routines, this existence of this type allows interactive applications to be sent from media bank servers to media bank clients. Based on the identity of the server sending the embedded application, the function received from the remote server may or may not be executed in a restricted environment.

For example, the object tree for the playback of 'Terminator II' contains the following items:

<t2-movie>
A playlist requesting that the objects <t2-video> and <t2-audio> be played concurrently.

<t2-video>
A playlist requesting that the video objects <t2-video-ch1> through <t2-video-ch78> be played in sequence.

<t2-audio>
A playlist requesting that the video objects <t2-audio-ch1> through <t2-audio-ch78> be played in sequence.

<t2-video-ch1> ... <t2-video-ch78>
The individual video objects for each chapter of 'Terminator II'.

<t2-audio-ch1> ... <t2-audio-ch78>
The individual video objects for each chapter of 'Terminator II'.

3.2 Control Layer

The control structure of the Media Bank playback client is controlled by a collection of Scheme objects which I will call 'molecules'. Each molecule used by a Media Bank client will represent a semantic element of the object being displayed. Individual molecules can be created, destroyed, and reconfigured rapidly and continuously throughout the playback of an object.

Molecules share a simple object protocol based on the Scheme object system. The following object methods are supported for all currently defined molecules:
(create) Creates the molecule and all its associated components. In an Xt-based video molecule, this will include managing and mapping all of the Xt widgets associated with the molecule. In the case of an audio molecule, this would include creating the audio context used to communicate with the audio server.

(destroy)
Destroys the molecule and all its associated components. In the case of an Xt-based video molecule, this includes destroying all of the Xt widgets associated with the molecule. In the case of an audio molecule, this would include destroying the audio context used to communicate with the audio server.

(update timecode)
Updates the molecule to be current to the timecode specified by timecode. In the case of an video object, this will involve displaying the appropriate frame on the screen. In the case of an audio object, this will involve buffering the appropriate amount of audio. For composite object types like playlists, this will mean sending the appropriate (update) messages to child molecules.

(duration)
Returns the duration of the item if played as a multimedia object, in seconds.

3.3 Display Layer

The low-level interface between the format layer of the Media Bank and the display hardware is based on the X Toolkit. A set of higher-level X Toolkit widgets is also provided to allow higher-level programs to use media bank applications as embedded data types.

The following higher-level widgets are currently provided:

3.3.1 MBPlayer

When given the name of a Media Bank item, the MBPlayer widget creates the molecules appropriate to that item as children of itself. It then provides the top-level application with a simple multimedia browser that sends (update) messages to the molecule it contains.
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In addition to being able to synchronously synthesize multimedia presentations from media bank objects of the appropriate types, the MBPlayer widget can also evaluate arbitrary portions of Scheme code (sent by an object of type '(item application sprog)) as an embedded application within a program.

The ability to safely execute remote objects as downloadable applications significantly extends the functionality of the MBPlayer widgets. For example, the embeddable application contained in the object <t2-movie-browser> implements a simple movie browser with the ability to interactively skip to and from arbitrary scene cuts. The embeddable application in the object <sprog-newsreader> implements a simple newsreading client. For an illustration of these two embedded applications, see Section 3.4 [Example Application: Media Bank Web Browser], page 35.

3.3.2 HtmlViewer

The HtmlViewer widget provides a hypertext viewer for HTML version 2.0. This viewer supports all standard 2.0 features, with the enhancement that a HTML anchor can refer to a media bank object which will be displayed in the HTML widget in the appropriate locations. The HtmlViewer lacks many of the features provided by modern HTML viewers. In particular, it does not provide any sort of HTML forms support. Nonetheless, it provides a good way to provide a bridge between traditional HTML documents and the media bank by allowing traditional WWW browsers and media bank applications to read the same HTML documents. When a media bank browser reads an HTML document, it can retrieve and interpret the HTML documents as appropriate. When a traditional WWW browser retrieves the same page, it will not interpret the media bank objects directly. Instead, it will attempt to retrieve the object through the traditional HTTP mechanisms. At that point, a HTTP transcoder for the media bank object can render a best-effort approximation to the specified media bank object. Such a design allows traditional WWW browsers and the media bank to share the same documents, where the traditional clients will get a best-effort approximation to the document that would be seen by a media bank browser.

3.4 Example Application: Media Bank Web Browser

As an example application of the a dtype-based information system, a simple WWW browser was built on top of the MBPlayer and revised HtmlViewer widgets. This browser differs from traditional WWW browsers both in that it supports the wide variety of multimedia objects provided by the Media Bank, and in that it
permits multiple documents to be viewed at once in context using newspaper-style layout algorithms.

Figure 1 shows the Media Bank browser open to a collection of Media Bank and HTML documents. The upper-left corner contains a simple newsreader that is sent by the server as an embeddable application. The left and right sides of the figure contain a simple movie browser, also sent by the server as an embeddable application. The middle of the screen contains a simple HTML document; the bottom left a simple counting program, also specified as an embeddable application. For example source code to the embeddable newsreader, see Chapter 5 [Appendix A], page 41.

Figure 2 shows the same browser open to a collection of HTML documents. This example is intended to demonstrate how the availability of context can enhance the presentation of HTML documents.
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4 Conclusion

By providing an easily extensible interface to real-time multimedia primitives, a safe execution environment for foreign programs, and a simple transport mechanism for arbitrary structured data, the Scheme language (and the dtype implementation of a Scheme library in particular), make a good basis for a real-time context-sensitive multimedia system. Multimedia objects can contain methods to help control their own interpretation while still allowing the data to be represented in the format most natural for the particular object.

The use of a Scheme interpreter in each client allows servers to send embeddable applications to be executed on the client while still providing for authentication and safety. The dtype remote object system and distributed computing environment allows embeddable applications access to a rich computational environment without having to be intelligent in and of themselves. When combined with an appropriate collection of multimedia primitives, the Scheme language in general, and the dtype distributed computation environment in particular, provide an expressive and powerful way to support a number of interactive multimedia applications.

4.1 Caveats

The current implementation of the dsys and dtype libraries suffers from the following limitations: 1) The pipestream class still deadlocks sometimes. 2) Neither of the garbage collection schemes are fully functional. 3) The Scheme compiler is still being developed. 4) The exception handling system is disabled because of poor compiler support. 5) The object system has yet to be fully implemented. 6) The dtype protocol currently implemented bears slight differences from the one described. 7) The object namespace servers are not yet implemented.
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4.3 References


The following Scheme code implements the sample embedded application described in Section 3.4 [Example Application: Media Bank Web Browser], page 35.

```scheme
#(define uniqueid "<sprog-newsreader>")
(type (item application sprog))
(function
  (lambda (object context)
    (define w (context-fetch context 'widget))
    (define conn (dsys-connection-create "alphaville" 21002))
    (define avec (vector))
    (define anum 0)
    (define form (xt-create-widget "form" (xt-string->widgetclass "form") w))
    (xt-set-values! form '(("x" . 0) ("y" . 0))
    (define article (xt-create-managed-widget "article" (xt-string->widgetclass "asciiText") form))
    (define upbutton (xt-create-managed-widget "upbutton" (xt-string->widgetclass "command") form))
    (define label (xt-create-managed-widget "label" (xt-string->widgetclass "label") form))
    (define downbutton (xt-create-managed-widget "downbutton" (xt-string->widgetclass "command") form))
    (xt-set-values! article '(("width" . 320) ("height" . 200))
    (xt-set-values! downbutton
      '("fromVert" . "article")
      '("foreground" . "black")
      '("background" . "lightgoldenrod2")
      '("font" . "-adobe-new century schoolbook-medium-r--r---r-140----s---s---s-")
      '("label" . "Prev")
    )
    (xt-set-values! label
      '("fromHoriz" . "downbutton")
      '("fromVert" . "article")
      '("foreground" . "black")
      '("background" . "indian red")
      '("font" . "-adobe-new century schoolbook-medium-r--r---r-140----s---s---s-")
    )
    (xt-set-values! upbutton
      '("fromHoriz" . "label")
      '("fromVert" . "article")
      '("foreground" . "black")
      '("background" . "lightgoldenrod2")
      '("font" . "-adobe-new century schoolbook-medium-r--r---r-140----s---s---s-")
      '("label" . "Next")
    )
    (xt-manage-child! form)
  )
)
```
(define set-anum!
  (lambda (x)
    (if (< x 0) (set! x 0))
    (if (> x (- (vector-length avec) 1))) (set! x (- (vector-length avec) 1)))
  (define s (if (< x 0) "" (vector-ref avec x)))
  (xt-set-values!
    label
    (cons "label" (stringout "Article " (+ x 1) " of " (vector-length avec))))
  (xt-set-values! article (cons "string" s))
  (set! anum x)))

(set-anum! 0)
( Belarus
txt-add-callback! upbutton "callback" (lambda () (set-anum! (+ anum 1))))
( txt-add-callback! downbutton "callback" (lambda () (set-anum! (- anum 1))))

(define update
  (lambda (t)
    (cond ((equal? (dsys-station-poll conn) 'pending)
       (define d (dsys-connection-read conn))
       (define s (vector-lookup d 'body))
       (vector-append! avec s)
       (if (>= anum 0) (set-anum! anum) (set-anum! 0))))))

(lambda (sym . args)
  (cond
   ((equal? sym 'create) '#t . 0))
   ((equal? sym 'destroy) #f)
   ((equal? sym 'update) (update 0) '#t . 0))
   (else (exception "invalid method"))))